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Abstract: We generalize our earlier results on rational interpolation which were given in Van Barel and Bultheel (this 
journal, 1990) for the scalar case and in Bultheel and Van Barel (1990) for the vector case when all the interpolation 
points coincide, to the case of vector data given at arbitrary points that may coincide or not. This is the vector-valued 
Newton-Pad6 problem. We give a recursive algorithm which has the important advantage over other algorithms that 
we do not need a reordering of the given interpolation data to overcome a singularity in the interpolation table, not 
even in the nonnormal vector case. It also generates all the information eeded to give all solutions of the problem. 
Keywords: Rational interpolation, Newton-Pad& vector interpolants, imultaneous rational approximation. 
1. Introduction 
In an earlier paper  [19], we showed that we could take away several drawbacks of the classical 
Newton-Pad6 rational interpolat ion prob lem by using a new approach to the rat ional  interpola-  
t ion problem (RIP). We also gave a recursive algor i thm which has the impor tant  advantage over 
existing algorithms that we do not need a reorder ing of the given interpolat ion data. Our  
algorithm basically solves the l inearized R IP  and gives a solution that is in some clearly def ined 
sense as simple as possible, but as a side product  it also generates all the in format ion  needed to 
give all solutions, not only for the l inearized R IP  but  also for the proper  RIP.  When all the 
interpolat ion points coincide, we can reformulate the scalar R IP  as a scalar minimal  part ial  
realization problem. We have generalized the case where all the data are given at one point  to 
vector data [6] and even matr ix data [17]. In [18] we al lowed data to be given at two points (zero 
and infinity). In this paper, we generalize this solution method to the case of vector interpolat ion 
data with possible noncoinciding interpolat ion points. 
The essential observations made in the above-ment ioned papers is that the R IP  can be 
l inearized whereupon it reduces to the recursive solut ion of nested systems of homogeneous  
l inear equations. The matrices of these systems have a special structure. Thus we have to f ind an 
element f rom their null space. Since these systems have one more co lumn than they have rows, 
their null space is at least one-dimensional.  In the case of Pad6 approximat ion,  these systems are 
(block) Toepl i tz or (block) Hankel.  These matrices appear  in many dif ferent seemingly unre lated 
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mathematical topics and engineering applications, which might explain their popularity during 
the last decades. You will find them for example in the theory and applications of orthogonal 
polynomials, integral equations, digital filtering and signal processing, time series analysis, 
stochastic processes, inverse scattering, BCH-decoding etc., to name just a few. 
The basic algorithms to solve these problems are the Levinson/Schur/Szegi5 algorithms (for 
the Toeplitz case) and the Euc l idean/Ber lekamp-Massey/Kronecker  algorithms (for the Hankel 
case). A basic element in these algorithms, and also in our approach, is the description of all 
elements in the null space of matrices with a special structure. This is done by constructing a 
basis. The nesting of the matrices and their special structure make it possible to find such a basis 
rather efficiently if you know the bases of the previous null spaces. During the last decade much 
attention has been paid to a multitude of generalizations of these algorithms to all sorts of 
"special" or "structured" matrices. People have considered matrices close-to-Toeplitz or Hankel, 
Hilbert matrices and Vandermonde matrices [7] and many others. 
Recently, there is a revived interest in the rational interpolation case [1 3,14 16,19]. The 
matrices involved here are Lifwner matrices or generalized LiSwner matrices depending on 
whether the interpolation points can coincide or not (see [2]). The basic thing to be studied 
remains, just like in the classical problems, to describe a basis for the null spaces of such matrices 
and to find an efficient way to generate them. In this paper, you will find a solution to this 
problem. 
Vector rational interpolants have been considered before. The papers by Graves-Morris are 
the most recent ones [10,11,13]. We refer to his introduction (especially the second one) to find 
out about the history of the problem and the relation to related problems in the literature like the 
so-called Latin and German polynomial problems. Our algorithm will be able to recover the 
directional vector interpolants considered in [11] (see Section 2). 
In this paper we combine the new approach to rational interpolation of [19], and the idea of 
minimal vector Pad6 approximation of [6] to the case where vector interpolation data are given. 
All the results we obtained for the scalar problem are generalized to the vector case. The basic 
results being the constructive way of defining the basis of the null space, which results in an 
efficient recursive algorithm (Section 3). A "minimal" solution of the original interpolation 
problem (Section 2) can then be readily given (Section 4) as well as a parameterization f all 
solutions, not only for the linearized problem, but also for the proper interpolation problem 
(Section 5). 
The absence in our algorithm of a reordering strategy which is needed to overcome a singular 
situation when the algorithm hits a "block" in the Newton-Pad6 table in most of the existing 
scalar methods [8,9,12,22-25] is a basic advantage. For the vector case, a normal situation was 
supposed from the start [10,11,13]. Our algorithm will also work in singular situations for the 
vector case. 
2. The vector rational interpolation problem (VRIP) 
This paper is a continuation of [19] and [6]. Ample motivation for our approach and the 
definitions and methods introduced can be found there. It might be an advantage to read the 
simpler cases of scalar interpolants [19], or completely confluent points [6] first. The present 
paper follows closely the outline of [19]. 
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The field, finite or infinite, we are working with, is denoted by K. The set of polynomials with 
coefficients of the field K, is denoted by K[z]. The set of polynomial m-vectors, i.e., the set of all 
vectors whose m elements belong to ~[z], is denoted by K m[z]. Suppose we want to interpolate 
the given data f~ ~ K m, in the interpolation points zi E K, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p, by a vector rational 
function n(z ) /d (z )  with n(z)  ~ ~"[z ]  and d(z) ~ K[z]. The division by d(z)  is taken compo- 
nentwise, i.e., [n,(:l/d(z)] 
Because we want to keep the exposition here as simple as possible, we do not allow a component 
of f~ to have the value a¢. Hence, d(zi) 4: O, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p. For the same simplicity reasons, we 
also do not allow an interpolation point at infinity (z~ =/= oo, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p). These restrictions 
are basically made to simplify the notation and to avoid a lot of exceptional cases. However, the 
same method still works. The extensions for the scalar case are covered in [20] (see also [14]). For 
the same reason of ease of exposition, we shall initially suppose that all the interpolation points 
are different (z, ~ zj, i # j ) .  The confluent case is postponed until Section 6. 
Every polynomial (m + 1)-tuple (n(z),  d(z)) = (na(z), n2(Z ) . . . . .  nm(Z) ,  d(z)) which solves 





f~-  d (z , ) '  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  p, (2.1) 
satisfy the linearized conditions 
f~d(z~)=n(z , ) ,  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,p .  (2.2) 
the converse is only guaranteed if d(z~)4: O, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p. Note that we do not 
with p(z )~K[z ] \{O} 
d(z )p (z )  
as a solution satisfying the proper interpolation conditions as soon as p(z i )= 0 for some 
interpolation point zi, i=  1, 2, . . . ,  p, even if n(z ) /d (z )  satisfies the proper interpolation 
conditions with d(zi) 4; O, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p. Because by assumption one of the components of f~ 
is oo, d(zi) = 0 implies n(z~) = 0. In other words, n(z~) 4; 0 implies d(zi) 4: O. This means that if 
any of the components of the polynomial m-tuple n(z)  is nonzero in z~, then d(z~) -4: O. Thus, 
for a solution of (2.2), d(zi)4: O, under the given restrictions, is equivalent with (n(z,),  
d(zi) ) # O. This can be expressed by saying that (n(z),  d(z)) is not divisible by z - z i. Therefore 
we can reformulate the proper problem (2.1) as the linearized problem (2.2) with the extra 
condition that (n(z),  d(z)) is not divisible by z -  z~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p. This latter condition is 
simpler to work with in the proofs. 
Example 2.1. Suppose we are given the following interpolation data: 
Z 1 =0, fa = [1 0] T, z2= 1, f2 = [2 1] T, 23= 2, f3 = [2 1] T. 
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Of course, there are many solutions of the proper problem, for example, 
n l (z)  = 1 + 3z- l z  2, 
is a solution, but also 
lZ2 nl(z )= l+7z-~ , 
and 
nl(Z) = 1 + 7Z--½z2, 
are solutions. On the other hand, 
nl(z ) =2z, 
n2(z ) = 3z -  ~1z2, d (z )  = 1, (2.3) 
n2(z )  =  z-lz 
n2(z) =9z-  7z2+z 3 , 
d(z )  = 1 + z, (2.4) 
d (z )  = 1 + z, (2.5) 
n2(z) = 1z2(3 -z ) ,  d(z )=z ,  (2.6) 
satisfies the linearized conditions (2.2) but not the proper conditions (2.1). We note that indeed 
(n(z) ,  d(z)) is divisible by z - z 1 = z. 
As we have seen in this example, there are many possible solutions to a set of interpolation 
data. The set of solutions is never empty since we can always choose d(z)  = 1 and for n(z)  the 
interpolating polynomials. Similar to the scalar case [19] and the vector Pad6 case [6], we want to 
select the simplest possible solution in a well-defined sense. We could for example minimize the 
maximal degree of the components of the polynomial (m + 1)-couple (n(z) ,  d(z)). Thus choose 
the solution for which 
max{deg nl(z ), deg n2(z ) . . . . .  deg nm(z),  deg d(z )}  
is minimal (we define deg 0 =-  a¢). This will not completely order the solutions, since in 
Example 2.1, (2.3) and (2.4) are different solutions with the same maximal degree. In any case, 
such a criterion will tend to distribute the degrees of freedom as uniformly as possible over all 
the components of (n(z),  d(z)), i.e. make the degrees of all these components nearly equal. For 
m = 1, the scalar case, this corresponds to solutions near the main diagonal of the Newton-Pad6 
interpolation table. In order to get other entries of the interpolation table as minimal solutions, 
we can play with an integer shift parameter s and require max{deg n(z)  - s ,  deg d(z))  to be 
minimal. Analogously, we define for the vector case the shift parameters s = ( s a, s 2 . . . . .  S rn )  E 77 m 
and minimize 
a = max{deg nl(z  ) - s  a, deg n2(z ) - s  z . . . . .  deg nm(z ) -Sm,  deg d(z )} .  
a is called the s-degree of the (m + 1)-tuple (n(z) ,  d(z)). When all s i = O, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, then 
we are back in the "main" diagonal case we proposed first. For a first reading of this paper, it 
might be simplest o think of the s i as being zero. The shift parameters define the structure of the 
polynomial couple (n(z),  d(z)). More precisely, (n(z) ,  d(z)) has s-degree 4 a iff deg nj(z)  <~ c~ 
+ sj, j = 1, . . . ,  m, and deg d(z)  <~ ~. Given the shift parameters s ~ 77% we take the s-degree as 
the complexity of the polynomial (m + 1)-tuple (n(z) ,  d(z)). We can now define the following 
two vector rational interpolation problems (VRIPs). 
Definition 2.2 (Linearized Vector Rational Interpolation Problem (LVRIP)). The interpolation 
points z i ~ K and data f, ~ K % i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p, and the shift parameters  ~ 7/m are given. We 
look for a polynomial (m + 1)-tuple (n(z) ,  d(z)) of minimal s-degree, satisfying the linearized 
rational interpolation conditions 
f~d(zi) = n(zi) ,  i=  1, 2 . . . . .  p. (2.7) 
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A solution of the LVRIP could be divisible by z - z~ for a certain i ~ (1, 2 . . . . .  p ). Therefore, 
we consider also the following problem. 
Definition 2.3 (Proper Vector Rational Interpolation Problem (PVRIP)). This is the linearized 
rational interpolation problem with the additional condition that (n (z), d(z)) is not divisible by 
z -z~,  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  p. 
To illustrate the previous notions and concepts, we introduce the following example. 
Example 2.1 (continued). The interpolation data of Example 2.1 are given. Suppose we want to 
derive a vector rational interpolant [nl(z ) nz(z ) ]T /d (z )  with the following degree structure. We 
allow the degree of nz(z ) to be one higher than the degrees of nl(z ) and d(z).  In other words, 
we look for a rational interpolant with deg nl(z ) ~< a, deg nz(z ) ~< o~ + I and deg d(z)  <~ a. It is 
clear that without limiting the value of a we get an infinity of solutions, not only for the LVRIP, 
but also for the PVRIP where all these solutions have the prescribed egree structure. Therefore, 
from all these solutions, we are going to take those with a as small as possible. Thus we look for 
those solutions with smallest s-degree with s = (0, 1). 
We now give the relation between our LVRIP and the directional vector-valued interpolants 
(DIRIs) of [11]. For the DIRI problem, we also have to consider N + I interpolation points z,, 
i = O, 1 . . . . .  N, with corresponding function values f (  z i) = U t ~ C m. Besides these, there are given 
k l independent directions w k ~ C m, k = 1 . . . .  , k~, and associated multiplicities m~, such that 
~L lm k = M ~< N. Along the direction wk, the numerator degree should be reduced to N-  mk, 
while the denominator degree can increase up to M. This means the following. Let P(z )  be the 
polynomial m-tuple, representing the numerator of the DIRI and let Q(z)  be the corresponding 
denominator. Then P(z ) .w~ should have a degree at most N-mk,  where a -b  denotes the 
usual Euclidean inner product of the two m-vectors a and b. This condition can be rewritten as 
follows. Let WE C m×m be a matrix whose first kl columns are the directional vectors w k and the 
remaining columns are added to make W a regular square matrix. Then 
deg[ PI (z) . . . . .  Pm(Z) ]W<~[U-ml  . . . . .  U - -mk, ,  U . . . . .  U].  
The trailing m-  k~ bounds impose no extra conditions so that we can consider them as 
redundant. We only need them as a trick to define the invertible matrix W. Now the interpola- 
tion conditions P(z i ) /Q(z i )=  v i can be rewritten as the equivalent conditions (consider P(z )  
and v i as row-vectors) P(z i )W/Q(z , )= viW, i= O, 1 . . . .  , N. Rename N + 1 as p, P (z )W as 
n(z),  Q(z) as d(z)  and viW as f/+l and you will recognize our LVRIP with shift parameters 
sj = N-M-m j, M = F~L~m k. Thus it turns out that one of the solutions that our algorithm 
will produce with appropriate shift parameters, will be a DIRI. 
In [11], the link between the German polynomial problem and the construction of DIRIs is 
explained. Thus our method is also able to find solutions of the German polynomial problem. 
3. The solution of the LVRIP 
In this and the subsequent sections we shall work constantly with polynomial (m + 1)-tuples. 
These will be split into an m-tuple of numerator polynomials and one scalar denominator 
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polynomial. If the (m + 1)-tuple is denoted by e.g., v(z), then the corresponding numerator 
m-tuple is denoted by no(z ) and the associated denominator polynomial as d, (z ) .  Thus 
v(z)  = (nv(z) ,  d~(z)). It will happen that we have a sequence of polynomial (m + 1)-tuples: 
vj (z). In order not to complicate the notation, we shall indicate the numerator and denominator 
also with that index: vj(z) = (n j (z ) ,  d j (z) )  instead of (nv(z ) ,  dv,(z)). 
We can write (2.7) as a set of linear homogeneous equations: 
R~v(z )=O,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,p ,  (3.1) 
where Riv (z )  is the ith residual of the polynomial (m + 1)-tuple v(z )= (n , ( z ) ,  dr(z))  defined 
as R~v(z )=f id , , ( z~) -  nv(z~). We denote by Sp,, the set of all polynomial (m + 1)-tuples 
(n(z) ,  d(z))  having s-degree ~< a and satisfying (2.7) or, what is the same, solving (3.1). 
Theorem 3.1. The set @.~ forms a vector space over the f ieM K. 
Proof. Take v(z) ,  w(z)  ~ Sp.~, i.e., R,v(z )  = 0 and Riw(z  ) = O, i=  1, 2 . . . . .  p. Then, also 
av(z  ) + bw( z ) ~ Sp,, with a, b ~ N because R i( av( z ) + bw( z ) ) = aR iv( z ) + bR i w( z ) = O. [] 
An (m + 1)-tuple v(z)  which solves (3.1) is said to be a solution of level p. We shall make this 
explicit by writing vp(z) instead of v(z) .  Note that the (m + 1)-tuple Vp(Z) of level p shall 
satisfy (3.1) and hence gives Rivp(z)  = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  p, but if there are more interpolation 
points z,, i - -p + 1, p + 2 . . . . .  then the residuals need not be zero anymore. Thus, in general, 
R,vp(z)  ¢ 0 for i >p .  We show next that a basis BSp,~ for the vector space Sp.~, - oc < ~ < + ~,  
can be constructed from m + 1 polynomial (m + 1)-tuples v/,(z) = (n~(z) ,  dip(z)), j = 
1, 2 . . . . .  m + 1, of level p. The m + 1 polynomial (m + 1)-tuples of level p are numbered with a 
superscript j. Thus v~(z) is the j th  (m + 1)-tuple of level p. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that the v~(z) are ordered with respect o increasing s-degree. The ordering of the vi(z) 
having equal s-degree is arbitrary. The ordering is not essential but is simplifies the notation. In 
our proof, the residuals R i Vt~ ( Z ) for i > p will be important, because if R p + i v / (z )  = 0, then v~(z) 
is not only a solution for level p but also for level p + 1. Therefore, we introduce the notion of 
residual space Rig  for all i > 0 and 1 ~<j ~< m + 1 as 
R J,,p = span~.= l R iv~ ( z ) . 
In other words, RiJp is the vector space spanned by the ith residuals (those at zs) of the first j 
(the ones with smallest s-degree) (m + 1)-tuples Vkp(Z) of level p. Of course, for i ~<p this space 
contains just the zero vector. However, it will turn out that for i >p ,  the residuals of all the 
(m + 1)-tuples v~(z), j = 1, 2 . . . .  , m + 1, will span the whole space N m, i.e. R,mp 1 = K m for 
i>p .  
The basis BSp,~ will in general have a dimension larger than m + 1. Thus the m + 1 solutions 
v~(z), j = 1 . . . . .  m + 1, will not be sufficient to give the whole basis. We shall also need shifted 
versions of them. Therefore, we introduce the following short-hand notation. Given an integer 
number a and a polynomial (m+ 1)-tuple x(z )  having s-degree a x, we define the set of 
polynomial (m + 1)-tuples { x(z)} ~ as follows: 
{x(z )}"  =tJ,  if a<%,  
{x(z )}~={x(z ) , zx (z )  . . . . .  z~-~xx(z )} ,  if o~ >~ ~,. 
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In other words, the set (x(z)} ~ is empty if a < a~, and if ~ >~ a X it contains the polynomial 
(m + 1)-tuple x(z)  and shifted versions of x(z)  having s-degrees ranging from a to a X. We shall 
prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. For each p >~ 0, there exist m + I polynomial (m + 1)-tuples v~(z), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m + 
1, (from level p) such that for each a, [ a [ <~ ao, a basis BSp,~ for Sp,~ is given by 
m+l  
 s.o= u °. 
j= l  
The residual space R m+ l is equal to N m for i > p. i,p 
Note that the basis BSp,~ contains all the polynomial (m + 1)-tuples v~(z) of level p with 
s-degree at most a. If some v~(z) has an s-degree less than a, we add also its shifted versions 
zkv~(z) that have an s-degree not raising above a. 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem by induction on p. First we prove that the theorem is true for 
p=0 if we choose e.g., v~(z)=%, j=1 ,2  . . . . .  re+l ,  with % the (m+l ) - tup le  with all the 
components equal to zero except the j th,  which is equal to one. At level 0, there are no 
interpolation conditions. Therefore, the elements of So, ~ are all polynomial (m + 1)-tuples of 
s-degree < a, i.e., they can be parameterized as (alo + a~z + . . .  +a I ,~+sl a~+l + a~,+lz 
~+S1 ~ , • • • , 
+ • -- +a~+,m+ z~+~"+l ) with s,,+l = 0. The (m + 1)-tuple v~(z) has s-degree - s j .  Hence vd(z ) 
can be shifted a -  ( - s j )=  a + sj times before its s-degree is becoming greater than a. The 
Rm+l _ m+l~ ~'-" - span( -e  1, ' era, Z'}  = Km for i > 0 with e, residual space i,0 - spank= KiV0t~-) - ' - -  e2  . . . . .  - -  
the ith identity vector of K m. Note that the v d are not necessarily ordered by increasing s-degree, 
but knowing that v d has s-degree - s  j, this ordering can be easily obtained if this were desired. 
To prove the induction step, we assume now that the theorem is true for a certain value for p. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that the polynomial (m + 1)-tuples vi(z ) are ordered 
J of vl (z) satisfy a~ ~< ct~+l for j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m. such that the s-degrees ap 
The proof is constructive because an algorithm is given to compute a possible choice for the 
set of all the polynomial (m + 1)-tuples v~+l(z ) for level p + 1, given all the vi(z) of the 
previous level. First of all we shall describe how to compute a nonzero polynomial (m + 1)-tuple 
ap + l(Z) ~ Sp+ 1,a, not divisible by z - Zp+ ~ (which always exists) having minimal s-degree a. This 
polynomial (m + 1)-tuple ap+l(z ) together with m other polynomial (m + 1)-tuples, which are 
then readily found, will give us v~+l(z ), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m + 1 (up to reordering). Because ap+l(z ) 
has to be in Sp+l, ~ c Sp,~ (one more interpolation condition), we can write ap+l(Z ) as a linear 
polynomial combination of the polynomial (m + 1)-tuples v~(z). Because Sp,~ = {(0, 0, . . . ,0)} 
1 1 for a < ap (v~(z) has smallest possible s-degree at level p), the problem is trivial for a < %. 
. l~m+l  ~ ~ m  Conse- 1 By the induction hypothesis, we know that "'p Lp Therefore, suppose a >~ %. 
quently, m of the m + 1 residuals Rp+lV~(Z), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m + 1, are linearly independent. We 
show that ap+l(z ) cannot be a linear polynomial combination of only those v~(z) having 
linearly independent residuals. Suppose ap + l(Z) is such a linear polynomial combination: 
ap+l(Z)  = E pj (z)v~(z) ,  
j E J  
with J4 ; f l  and all the residuals Rp+lV ~, j ~ J ,  linearly independent. Because ap+l(Z ) has to 
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satisfy the (p  + 1)th interpolation condition, the residual Rp+lap+l(2 ) has to be equal to the 
zero m-vector, i.e., 
Rp+lap+l(Z)= E Pj(Zp+I)Rp+IO/(z)=0. 
j~J 
Because the residuals into play are linearly independent, his means that pj(Zp + 1) = 0 for j ~ J. 
Hence, z - zp+ 1 divides ap+l(z ). Therefore, to compute a possible choice for ap+l(Z), we have 
to consider a linear polynomial combination of vj(z) where the corresponding residuals are 
linearly dependent. To keep the s-degree a as small as possible, we compute the smallest j for 
which Rp+l@(z), i=1 ,  2 , . . . , j ,  are linearly dependent, thus the smallest j such that 
J < j .  Then we know that the residual corresponding to v~(z) can be written as dim Rp+l, p 
J j--1 j--1 ] 
Rp+IUp(Z)= E CkRp+luk(Z) or  Rp+ 1 ~(z ) -  E ckuk( Z ) =0.  
] k=l  k=l  
v - j -1  k Therefore, v j -  2~=1c~v; is a possible choice for ap+l(z ) if we can prove that ap+l(Z) is then 
not divisible by z - Zp+ 1. If ap+x(Z ) would be divisible by z - Zp+ 1, then a' (z)  = ap+a(Z)/(z -
zp +~) ~ Sp,,_l, since indeed the s-degree is decreased by 1, and all the interpolation conditions, 
except possibly the one for Zp+x, are still satisfied. If a'(z)  ~ Sp,~ 1, then it can be written in a 
unique way as a linear polynomial combination of the Vkp(Z) having s-degree less than a. Hence, 
v~(z) is not involved. Because ap+l(2 ) = (z -  Zp+l)a'(z), ap+l(z ) can be written as a unique 
linear polynomial combination ot involving vd(z). However, this is in contradiction to the fact 
that v~(z) is a component of ap+l(Z), since there is only one way to write ap+l(z ) ~ Sp,~ in 
° . terms of the basis vectors j=x 
We shall prove now that ap+l(z ) together with the m polynomial (m + 1)-tuples ( z -  
zp+l)v~(z), k =g j, are a possible choice for Vpi+t(z), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m + 1, by proving that for each 
a a basis for Sp+~,~ is given by BSp+I,~ = Uk. i{ (z -Zp+l )vkp(z )}~U {ap+l(Z)} ~. Take a(z) 
Sp+l,~; then we first show that a(z) can be written in a unique way as a(z) = Cap+l(Z ) + a'(z) ,  
with a'(z)  divisible by z -Zp+ 1 and c ~ K constant. If a(z) has s-degree smaller than the 
s-degree of ap+l(z), then a(z) is divisible by z -  Zp+l, since, by construction, ap+l(Z ) is a 
solution of level p + 1, not divisible by z -  Zp+ 1 with the smallest possible s-degree. So, if 
a(z) ~ Sp+l, ~, it can only have an s-degree smaller than the s-degree of ap+l(Z ) if it is divisible 
by z - Zp+ 1. Hence, in this case c = 0. When the s-degree of a(z) is greater than or equal to the 
s-degree of ap+l(z), we can always choose a unique c~ N such that a(z ) -  Cap+l(Z ) = 
(na(z), da(z)) - C(np+l(z ), dp+l(Z)) is divisible by z - Zp+ 1, i.e., such that 
da( Zp+ 1) -- cdp+ 1( Zp+ 1) = 0 E K (3.2) 
and 
F/a(Zp+l)  -- C?'/p+X( Zp+ 1) = 0 E Km (3.3) 
Because ap+a(z ) is not divisible by z - Zp+a, either the scalar dp+l(Zp+l) 4= 0 or the m-vector 
np+l(Zp+l) 4= O. Suppose dp+l(Zp+])4= O, the other case is similar. We can determine c as 
c=da(zp+l) /dp+l(zp+l) .  Because Rp+la(z ) and Rp+lap+l(Z ) are equal, Rp+la(z )= 
Rp+lap+l(Z ) = 0 and we obtain: 
fp+l (da(Zp+l ) -  cdp+x(Zp+l)) = l'l a(Zp+l) -- Cnp+l( Zp+l)" (3.4) 
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Assuming (3.2) is true, (3.3) follows easily from (3.4). Thus in all cases, c in the decomposit ion 
a(z )  = cap+l(z ) + a ' ( z )  is uniquely defined. Hence, also a ' (z )  is uniquely defined. Now we 
prove that a ' (z )  can be written as a combination of the remaining basis vectors Uk , j{ (z -  
Zp+l)v~p(z)} ~. Since a ' (z )=(Z- -Zp+l )a" (z  ) with a" (z )~ Sp,,_x, we can use the induction 
hypothesis to write a "(z)  as a combination of the basis U k ~ j { Opt(z) } ~- 1, or equivalently, a '(z)  
can be written as a combination of Uk ,  j {(z -Zp+ 1)Vpk( z)} ~- Thus we have proved that 
m+l  
U {u/+l(z)} a= U {(Z--Zp+l)uk(z)}e'U (ap+l(Z)} a 
j -  1 k•j 
forms a basis for Sp+l, ~. 
It remains to be shown that Rm+l m --i,p+l = N , i >p  + 1. By definition, we have that 
"'i,p+l/~m+l =spank . j  Ri(Z__Zp+l)Okp(Z)  , R i o / - -  c I 
j -1  } 
=spank , j  (Z i - -Zp+l )R iuk(z ) ,  R iu / -  E c ,R ,4  . 
/=1 
= m Om+l =Km,  i>p+l ,  andth is  Because zi ¢ Zp+ 1 and Rm+li,p N for i >p  + 1, it is clear that --~,p+l 
proves the theorem completely. [] 
The proof of the theorem contains an algorithm to compute the m + 1 polynomial (m + 1)- 
tuples v~(z), j = 1, 2, . . . ,  m + 1, at each level p knowing the v~_l(z ) of the previous level. The 
first one, vl(z) ,  will have a minimal s-degree and it will be a solution for the LVRIP. If 
Olpl = Olp2 = . " • = apt < ap'+ l (with apm+ l = _[_ oo), it is clear that also v~( z ), V3p( Z ) . . . . .  Vtp( Z ) are 
solutions of the LVRIP. These will allow us to give a parameterization of all solutions. We refer 
to Theorem 5.1. To be able to give a compact formulation of the algorithm, we introduce the 
following notations. 
• We group the m + 1 polynomial (m + 1)-tuples v~(z) together in an (m + 1) × (m + 1) 
polynomial matrix as follows: 
• The elementary polynomial operations, which we shall apply on (m + 1) × (m + 1) polynomial 
matrices, are denoted as follows: 
- Ei, J denotes the permutation matrix describing a switching of the columns i and j ,  
- E i (p (z ) )  denotes the polynomial matrix describing the multiplication of column i by a 
polynomial p(z )  ~ K[z], 
- E~,j(c) denotes the elementary matrix describing the addition to column i of column j 
multiplied by the scalar c ~ N. 
• U denotes the (m + 1) × (m + 1) identity matrix. 
We can summarize the algorithm as in algorithm VRIP. 
Algorithm 1. VRIP {vector ational interpolation) 
{ Initialization }
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G o is initialized as Go(z ) = UP o = V0(z ), 
where P0 is a sequence of elementary operations of the form Ei, j, i.e., describing a permutation 
matrix, ordering the vd with respect o increasing s-degree. 
for  p = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  
Look for the smallest j such that Rp+lV/(z ) can be written as a linear combination of the 
previous residuals: 
j _ j--1 k Rp+ lO/~( z ) -- Ek=lCkRp+ IUp( Z ). 
If we set Vp'+~(z) = l-]~2]Ej, k(-c~)I-Ik, jEk(z - Zp+~), 
then we get Gp+l(Z ) by permutation of Gp(z)Vp'÷l(z ) 
Gp+ ~( z ) = Gp( z )Vp+ l( Z ) with 
Vp+l(Z) = Vp'+a(z)Pp+l 
where Pp+a is a permutation matrix reordering the polynomial vectors with respect o their 
s-degree. 
endfor  
It is clear that we can write: 
Gp(z) = Vo(Z)Vl(Z ) ' ' '  Vp(z) 
and for i>~1, 
[ ' ' IX, (Z) Ui(Z) t t z ) ]  V,(z) = "y , ' z '  = 
[x0(z)  to(z) ] 
with V0(z ) = [y0(z)  Uo(Z ) = Po, 
j;- ! 
FI  E j , , , ( -  1-I ek(z -z , ) ,  (3.5) 
k= 1 k4=j, 
i where Jr and c k are the j and c k values needed in the algorithm to go from level i - 1 to level i. 
The partitioning of the Vi(z ) matrices into xi(z ), yi(z), ti(z ) and ui(z ) is such that yi(z) is a 
scalar polynomial concentrating our attention on v~(z). These V,(z) matrices can be seen as 
generalized MSbius transformations leading to a generalized continued fraction forking not only 
downwards but also upwards (see [6]). This continued fraction has not only scalar, but also 
vector and matrix entities involved but all the divisions are by scalars. It follows that n~p (z)/dae(z), 
a solution of the LVRIP, is the pth convergent of the generalized continued fraction: 
Xl(Z) + t,(z) . . .  
Xo(Z) + 
Io(Z)Yl(Z) At- b/I(Z) i i i 
. . . .  (3.6) 
x,(z)  + t l (Z ) - -  
yo(z) + Uo(Z) i i~ 
. . .  
Note that we can also write a similar continued fraction whose pth convergent is nJp(z)/d/~(z), 
j>  1, by partitioning the V/(z) matrices in another way. Remember that the polynomial 
(rn + 1)-tuple ap+l(z ) which featured in the proof of the theorem is one of the V/+l(Z). More 
precisely, it is the solution of the LVRIP with the additional condition that this polynomial tuple 
is not divisible by z -  Zp+ a. The above continued fraction reduces to an ordinary continued 
fraction, at least formally, if all the ti(z ) vanish. It still would have vector-valued convergents. 
Since the multiplications with the V~ (z) matrices represent more general transformations, we get 
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the more general form of the fractions. It is however possible to get ordinary continued fractions 
as well. See e.g., [5, Theorem 2.9]. 
The algorithm, described above, can be implemented in several ways. The linearized rational 
interpolation conditions (2.7) can be written in terms of the classical basis 1, z, z2,. . . ,  involving 
classical block-Vandermonde matrices. In this case, the multiplication of a polynomial by 
z -zp+l ,  needed in the algorithm, is straightforward. Another possibility is to write the 
interpolation conditions (2.7) in terms of a basis of orthogonal polynomials ~0(z), 
qh(z), q,2(z) . . . .  , involving generalized block-Vandermonde matrices. The multiplication by 
z - Zp+ 1 of a polynomial written in terms of this basis of orthogonal polynomials can be carried 
out using the recurrence relation for orthogonal polynomials: q,k(Z)= ?t1,(Z- %)~k_a(Z) -  
flkeOk_2(Z). More generally, we can use any basis as long as the shift operation, i.e., the 
multiplication by z of a polynomial written in terms of this basis, can be carried out in a simple 
and efficient way. 
If we consider Gp(Z) = [v~(z) v2p(z)... U;+I (z ) ]  = Vo(z)VI(Z)''" Vp(Z) as an abstract layered 
medium, with layers described by V,(z), each step of the algorithm, given above, computes the 
residuals Rp+xV~(Z), needed to compute the next layer Vp+l(z ), and connects this new layer to 
the layered medium by computing Gp+a(z ) = Gp(z)Vp+a(z). So, in the terminology of [4], we can 
call this a layer adjoining algorithm. However, it is not necessary to obtain the layered medium 
Gpiz) explicitly. If we know the separate layers V~(z), we can represent the layered medium by 
the continued fraction (3.6). To compute the layer Ve(z), we need to know the residuals 
RpV~_l(z ). Suppose we know all the residuals R,v~_x(z ) of level p - 1, with i >~p. It is easy to 
design an algorithm computing the next layer Ve(z ) and transforming all the residuals of the 
previous step into the residuals of level p, using the formula 
[Rivlp(2) Riv2p(2) . . .  R,vT+~(z)] 
. . . .  [g iv la (z )  givE_l(z) givpm+l(z)]l Vp (z,). 
This algorithm is called a layer peeling one [4], because at each step p we peel off the layer Vp(z). 
Compared to the layer adjoining algorithm, the layer peeling one has the drawback that we have 
to know all the residuals Riv~)(z), with i >~ 1, at the beginning of the algorithm. As an advantage, 
we mention that the layer peeling algorithm is easier to parallelize than the other one. From the 
previous explanation, it should be clear that also a mixture of a layer adjoining and layer peeling 
algorithm is possible. For more information, we refer to [4]. 
4. The solution of the PVRIP 
The algorithm VRIP solved the LVRIP, but from the m + 1 polynomial (m + 1)-tuples vpJ(z), 
j = 1 . . . .  , m + 1, it constructs, we can now easily find a solution of the proper interpolation 
problem PVRIP as described in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let v~(z), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m + 1, be defined by Theorem 3.2 and ordered with respect o 
increasing s-degree. Set as before Gp( Z ) = [v l (z) . . .  Vp+l(z)] the matrix containing these ( m + 1)- 
tuples. I f  vl(z) is not a solution of the PVRIP, then F~=lC~Vkp(Z) is, where l is the smallest value 
such that [@(z) . . .  v~(z)] (i.e., the first 1 columns of Gp(z)) evaluated for z = z i, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , p, 
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have for each value i rank 1. The l-tuple (c a, c 2 . . . . .  CI) is not allowed to be an element of a specific 
( l -  1)-dimensional subspace of K z for each interpolation point z i. The latter condition should 
prevent he proposed solution to be divisible by z - z i. 
Proof. When v l (z )  is divisible by z - z, for a certain i, 1 ~< i ~<p, then rip(Z) is a solut ion of the 
LVRIP  but  not of the PVRIP.  It is clear that V~(z) as def ined in (3.5) has full rank m + 1 if 
z 4: z i and has rank 1 if z = z i. Indeed, z appears only in the factor Y Ik , jEk (Z -  zi). Hence,  
Gp(z) = Vo(Z)Vl(Z) • • • Vp(z) has full rank m + 1 if z 4: z i and has rank 1 if z = zi. Therefore,  to 
get a solution of smallest s-degree, we can take the l inear po lynomia l  combinat ion  ~l=lckvk (z)  
as a candidate where l is chosen as indicated above. For  a smaller value of l, there is at least one 
z, for which the first l columns of Gp(Zi) would form a matr ix of rank 0. Hence,  we could not 
f ind a l inear polynomial  combinat ion of the Vkp(Z), k= 1, 2 , . . . ,  l, not divisible by z -  z i. 
However,  with the value of l as chosen above, ~l=lckUk(z ) i s  not divisible by z - z i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
as long as the l-tuple (Cl, c2 , . . . ,  ct) is not a solution of Glp(zi)[ca... Cl] T = 0 with Glp(z) the first 1 
columns of Gp(z). We have chosen l such that Gtp(Zi) has rank 1. Hence, the null space has 
dimension l -  1 and is the specific subspace of K t we are referr ing to above. [] 
5. A parameterization of all solutions of the LVRIP and PVRIP 
To describe all possible solutions of the l inearized and proper  interpolat ion problems, we can 
formulate the fol lowing theorems. 
Theorem 5.1. I f  the s-degree a e of 4(z )  is smaller than the s-degree a2p of q (z ) ,  then there is only 
one rational function nap(z)/d~(z) which solves the LVRIP.  Otherwise a parameterization of all 
solutions is given by: [c] 
[dp(z )  dp - - -  ' 
1 
with c = (c a, c 2 . . . . .  c,) ~ (0, 0 , . . .  ,0) ~ ~(~ l and l is such that oL 1 -~, Ol2p 
+ oo). I f  c ~ kc' with k ~ K, then n~(z ) /dp(z )  and nCp(z)/dp(z) 
functions. 
1 , (  /+1  ,' m + 2  
~--- • " " = OCp Otp [Otp  - -  
are different vector rational 
Proof.  That  the rat ional approx imant  constructed is a solution of the LVRIP  is trivial. We shall 
only prove the assertion of the last sentence. For  the parameter  l-tuple c ~ kc',  we set 
• C l  C 1 
c2 
[dp(z) rip'(Z) kd (z) d$(z) ... i ,  
L CI CI 
Because the r ight-hand side of the previous equat ion has rank 2 for z ~ zi, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p, we 
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derive that the left-hand side has rank 2 for an infinite number of values for z. Hence, the two 
np(z ) /dp(z )  are different. [] vector rational functions n~(z ) /d~(z )  and c' c' 
Concerning a parameterization f all solutions of the PVRIP, we have the following. 
Theorem 5.2. I f  v~( z) which solves the LVRIP is also a solution of the PVRIP, the two cases of the 
previous theorem also apply here, with the only exception that (c a, c 2 . . . . .  ct) is not allowed to be an 
element of a specific (l  - 1)-dimensional subspace of N l connected to each interpolation point zi, 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p (see Theorem 4.1). I f  v~ (z)  is not a solution of the PVRIP, a parameterization of all 
solutions of the problem is given by: 
d;(z) [d I d, . . .  
[Cl(Z) 
np 
d~' " ' 
Lc,,(z) 
. l _ _  oL j ,  t t+l = t' < 1'+1 and deg c j (z )  <~ ap with 1' related to the l of Theorem 4.1 by ap = ap • • = ap ap 
j = 1, 2 . . . . .  l'. Moreover c = (Cl(Zi), c2(zi) . . . . .  ct,(zi) is not allowed to be an element of a specific 
(l" - 1)-dimensional subspace of N t' for each interpolation point z,, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p. As before we 
can show that, except for a scaling factor, for different polynomial l '-tuples ( c 1 ( z ), c 2 ( z ) , . . . ,  c 1, ( z )), 
we get different vector rational functions. 
The proof goes along the same lines as the previous one, making additional use of the result of 
the previous section. We leave the details to the reader. 
6. The  conf luent case 
When for certain interpolation points zi, not only the function value f/ is given, but also the 
values of one or several consecutive derivatives, we get the confluent LVRIP  and PVRIP. If we 
consider the interpolation data for the "confluent" points in the natural ordering, i.e., function 
value, first derivative value, second derivative value, . . . ,  then we can prove in a similar way that 
the same algorithm can be used to compute the polynomial (m + 1)-tuples v/(z) of the confluent 
problem. The parameterization of all solutions of the LVRIP and PVRIP is also valid in this 
case. The completely confluent problem was discussed as a minimal vector Pad6 problem in [6], 
where we also developed a more general "nice" problem setting, allowing the original data to be 
known only partially leading to partially determined residuals. It is clear that this generalization 
can also be made for the vector rational interpolation problem investigated here, leading to 
similar algorithms. As a special case, we indicated in [6] that taking the shift parameters equal to 
each other leads to the vector Pad6 approximants defined in [21]. The general confluent problem, 
where we consider possible interpolation data around the interpolation point ~ and where an 
interpolation point can be a pole of the rational function, requires a much more careful setting of 
the problem. This shall be worked out for the vector problem in a future publication on a more 
formal basis, based on [20] handling the scalar case. 
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7. Example 2.1 revisited 
We take the following interpolating data: z 1=0,  f1=[10]  T, z 2=1,  f2=[21]  T, z 3=2,  
f3 = [21] T. We use the Chebyshev polynomials Tk(z ) as a basis for the set of polynomials: 
To(z ) = 1, Tl(z ) = z and Tk+l(z ) = 2zTk(z ) - -Tk_ l (z  ) for k >~ 1. Hence, the multiplication of 
Tk(Z ) by z -  zp+ 1 can be written as ( z -  zp+l)To(z) = Tl(z ) -Zp+lTo(z ) and ( z -  zp+l)Tk(Z ) 
= ½Tk+l(z) -- zp+lTk(z ) + ½Tk_l(z ) for k >~ 1. The algorithm of Section 3 for s = (s l, s2) = (0, 1) 
generates the following V~ (z)-matrices: 
Vo = 
We derive 
[i 1° 0 0
0 1 
[yz  0° v~ = 
] [i °° , V I=  0] 
Zm2 . 
0 
I [zl° 11 1 z , V2= 0 z -1  1 , 
1 0 0 0 1 
G3(~) = Vo(=)Vl(z)V2(z)V3(z)= [vl(~ ") 4(=) ~3(z)] 
1T, - z)  ] 2Tl(Z 0 ~ 2(z) 3T1( + ~To(z )
: I Tl(z) ¼T3(z) -  3T2(z) + ~41Ta(z) - 3To(z) 0 J . 
/ 
L Tl(z) 0 ½T2(z ) 3 r , ( z )  + 5TO(z) 
Therefore, the vector rational function solving the LVRIP is unique and equal to 
[2Tl(Z) 1 
nl(z) t rl(Z) ] 
d~(z)  T l (Z)  
This solution has minimal s-degree 1. However, it is not a solution of the PVRIP, because 
Ta(z) = z is a common factor of the numerator and denominator polynomials. Hence, 0 is an 
"unattainable point". Theorem 5.2 gives all solutions of the PVRIP having a minimal s-degree 2, 
as 
, 
with deg al(z ) ~< 1 and G3(zi)[al(zi)a 2 a3]T:/:0 (making v~(z) not divisible by z -z , )  or 
deg al(z ) ~< 1, al(1 ) 4= 0, a1(2 ) 4= 0 and a 3 :~ 0. 
8. Conclusion 
In this short paper we have described how the ideas of rational interpolation without 
reordering the interpolation points can be generalized to the case where vector data are given. 
The approximant is minimal with respect to the s-degree complexity measure. An efficient 
algorithm, allowing several possible implementations is given, yet it describes precisely what 
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operations have to be performed. The algorithm finds a solution which solves a linearized 
interpolation problem. However, it is shown how the results of the algorithm can be used to 
generate not only all the possible solutions of this problem, but also how all the solutions for the 
proper rational interpolation problem can be constructed. 
The treatment is kept as simple as reasonably possible to make the ideas clear without being 
troubled by exceptional cases and too much notational burden. For this reason we supposed in 
the main development hat all the interpolation points are different. However, as we mentioned 
in Section 6, the results for the confluent case are basically the same. In the case where all the 
interpolation points coincide, we recover the minimal vector Pad6 approximants of [6]. For the 
same reason of simplicity, we did not allow the interpolation points to be at infinity or 
prescribed poles at the interpolation points. For the scalar problem, all these generalizations and 
more elaborate proofs are given in [20]. The vector case will be solved along the same lines in a 
future publication. 
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